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Abstract—Uncertainties of a serial production line affect the production throughput. The uncertainties cannot be prevented in a real production line. However the uncertain conditions can be controlled by a robust prediction model. Thus, a hybrid model including autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) and multiple polynomial regression, is proposed to model the nonlinear relationship of production uncertainties with throughput. The uncertainties under consideration of this study are demand, break-time, scrap, and lead-time. The nonlinear relationship of production uncertainties with throughput are examined in the form of quadratic and cubic regression models, where the adjusted R-squared for quadratic and cubic regressions was 98.3% and 98.2%. We optimized the multiple quadratic regression (MQR) by considering the time series trend of the uncertainties using ARIMA model. Finally the hybrid model of ARIMA and MQR is formulated by better adjusted R-squared, which is 98.9%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THROUGH analysis is an important and efficient way to control and match the production output with the ordered demands. Mostly the throughput of production line does not meet the required demand on the shop floor of production especially in presence of product mix and multi stages of production line. Many variables can affect on the throughput degradation of each stage for example break down of machine, lead time of manufacturing, and scrap, which caused maybe by error of machines, material, and workers. Changes in demand in terms of type and volume also affect the throughput because of changing of customer needs and interests. On the other hand, the company requires having innovation on design of new products in order to survive in today’s competitive manufacturing world.

Typically estimating and forecasting methods are divided into four main groups [11], [10]: (1) Qualitative methods are primarily subjective like Delphi technique and scenario methods; they rely on human judgment and opinion to make a forecast. (2) Time-series methods use historical data to make a forecast. (3) Causal methods involve assuming that the demand forecast is highly correlated with certain factors in the environment (e.g., the state of the economy, interest rate). (4) Simulation methods imitate the consumer choices that give rise to demand to arrive at a forecast. The combination of several approaches may result in a superior accuracy and become a robust problem solving methodology. Simulation can be applied for any production system to estimate the throughput, however it is not robust and this becomes a computational chore when the number of alternatives to be examined is large [15]. This paper offers a simple, robust procedure for determining the throughput.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Throughput is considered for analysis and modeling as an important measure of production line performance [16]-[18]. [20] provided a review paper of models under uncertainty for production planning. He highlighted that the models for production planning, which consider the uncertainty can make superior planning decisions compared to those models that do
not present for the uncertainty. On the other hand, [23] have shown using simulation that ignoring uncertainty sources lead to wrong decisions. [3] categorized uncertainties into two groups: (1) environmental uncertainty and (2) system uncertainty. Before 1990 focusing on uncertainty was more on environmental uncertainty [2]. Investigating about uncertainties on a production line is launched by [1]. [22] compiled all the uncertain factors through different sources, which are system uncertainty, lead time uncertainty, environmental uncertainty, supply uncertainty, operation yield uncertainty, interrelationship between levels, demand uncertainty, probabilistic market demand and product sales price, capacity, breakdown, changing product mix situation, labour hiring and lay-offs, quantity uncertainty, cost parameters, and quality. Many papers worked on throughput analysis using conventional approaches such as simulation and analytical methods [16]. Simulation method and approximation algorithm are applied for analyzing throughput under uncertainty such as unreliable machine and random processing times, for example studied by [24] & [25]. [19] provided an analytical equation for the general case where there are two workstations in a serial production line. In his model, the workstations have unequal processing time, downtime, and buffer size, while [16] considered a serial production line including two workstations with same speed and buffer size. [19] and [18] demonstrated that the processing time and down time affect the throughput or production volume. [23] examined the effects of three uncertainties namely demand, manufacturing delay, and capacity scalability delay. They found that manufacturing delay has highest impact. A recent survey have been performed on material shortage, labor shortage, machine shortage, and scrap to show the association of these uncertainties on the product tardy delivery through analysis of variance, correlation analysis and cluster analysis [21].

[4] proposed to use buffer to manage uncertainty in production system. However they did not make a robust decision by forecasting based on relationship of uncertainties and throughput. Later, [5] studied on supply-demand mismatches. They believe that the long delivery time of throughput to supplier caused because of lead time uncertainty in production system, which leads to lost sales. However in their proposed methodology to manage lead time uncertainty, they did not consider other production uncertainties. And also the rate of demand is assumed to be constant in their work. Approximate method also is used for forecasting throughput, [15] presented an analytical algorithm to analyze and predict the production throughput under unbalanced workstations, where operation times of stations are random. A hybrid combination of autoregressive integrated moving average models and neural network for demand forecasting in supply chain management is presented by [12], [13]. They developed a replenishment system for a Chilean supermarket. The linear regression models for strategy, environmental uncertainty and performance measurement in New Zealand manufacturing firms are formulated by [7].

A data mining approach is utilized for cycle time prediction by [14]. A panel or longitudinal data sets for uncertain demand and price have been considered to evaluate the alternative capacity strategies using simulation [26]. Recently [27] proposed an autoregressive moving average model for throughput bottleneck prediction of a serial production line under production blockage and starvation times. Other new attempts have been carried out using ARIMA or other methods combined with RAIMA to develop the forecasting method in manufacturing area [28], [29].

Stochastic variables of production lines are studied separately for example on breakdown by [17] and on processing time by [15]. This study is considering more variability into the consideration. Variability can be measured by the coefficient of variation [15]. Therefore the economic uncertainty needs the mathematical Models [11]. To do the accurate estimating and modeling on production uncertainties, this paper is organized in three sections. Section III presents the multiple polynomial regressions (MPR). And section IV stated the procedure of modeling using autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA). A real case study from tile industry, located in Iran, is considered for modeling and estimating the production uncertainties. Section V gives the results of the hybrid model. Section VI shows the conclusion of this paper and it provides a future direction of this study.

### III. MULTIPLE POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION MODELING

MPR is formulated in terms of quadratic form and cubic form according to [8]. The accuracy of both MPR models is examined by their adjusted R-squared. The fitted multiple quadratic regression (MQR) is formulated in (1).

\[
\hat{\theta} = 24123626 + 33061 B - 2389 \cdot D + 1.22 D^2 - 23867 L + 7.21 L^2 - 1820 S + 0.369 S^2. \tag{2}
\]

Where

\begin{align*}
B & = \text{Breakdown time over the 104 weeks}, \\
D & = \text{Demand volume over the 104 weeks}, \\
L & = \text{Lead time of manufacturing over the 104 weeks}, \\
S & = \text{Scrap volume over the 104 weeks}, \\
\hat{\theta} & = \text{Estimated throughput over the 104 weeks}.
\end{align*}

The fitted multiple cubic regression (MCR) is formulated in (2).

\[
\hat{\theta} = 7.17E+11 + 4.27E+08 B - 4014894 B^2 + 11044 B^3 - 25634410 D + 7645 D^2 + 0.207 D^3 - 1.40E+09 L + 888066 L^2 - 187 L^3 - 24403538 S + 22425 S^2 - 8.1 S^3. 
\]

R-squared = 98.4% and adjusted R-squared = 92.4%.

### IV. METHODOLOGY OF ARIMA MODELING

The ARIMA uses the correlation techniques. ARIMA has three parameters; p, d, and q. Where p is autoregressive, d is integrated, and q is moving average. The ARIMA parameters should be integer and positive [9]. The minimum value is zero and the maximum value allowed to apply is 5 for
p, d, q. Note that at least one of the p, d, q should not be zero. The flow chart of ARIMA modeling is illustrated in Fig 1.

**A. Calculation of the residuals of the MPR model**

To examine the time dependency of the random variables affected the production throughput, the residuals of the MQR model are calculated to show the error and gap of the MQR model output with the actual production throughput.

**B. Test the time dependency**

The time dependency is tested through three ways, which are partial autocorrelation function (PACF), autocorrelation function (ACF), and time series plot. These tests demonstrate that whether the ARIMA model is suitable or not.

**C. Autocorrelation function (ACF)**

ACF is applied to identify autoregressive and moving average processes, shown in Fig. 2. It breaks off with q in moving average process and it does not break off for the autoregressive process [30].

**D. Partial autocorrelation function (PACF)**

PACF is another method used correlation technique to present autoregressive and moving average, shown in Fig. 3. The difference of PACF with ACF is that PACS breaks off with p in the autoregressive process and it does not break off for the moving average process [30].

**E. Determination**

In this action, the lag and significance limit should be determined for calculation of ACF and PACF. The maximum
lag must be less than 103 for our data set. The significance limit usually considered 5%. It implies that the parameters of ARIMA are significance if the absolute value of t-ratio is large than 1.96. From the ACF and PACF analysis if there is correlation over a time period it will show up by amount of ACF and PACF, which are bigger than significance limit. To determine whether the time series is white noise or not, the Ljung-Box--Q* (LBQ) statistic is applied to compare with the chi-square distribution with (L-n) degrees of freedom, where L is the number of lags and n is the number of parameters. It is obtained through (3). If it is lower it is better to determine white noise. LBQ statistic is computed as [10]:

\[ \text{LBQ} = T \left( T+2 \right) \sum_{i=1}^{L} \frac{r_i^2}{(T-i)} \]  

(3)

Where 
\( r \) = Autocorrelation, 
\( T = \) Number of observation, 
\( L = \) Lag.

F. Time series plot

Time series plot is another test to expose the trend of data over a period of time. It depicts if the output has any pattern over a period of time. It shows how values of the series are correlated with past values of the series. If the data is not stationary around the average, the moving average method is not adequate. Time series plot of residuals of MQR is presented in Fig. 4.

G. Formulate the ARIMA model

Three stages are performed for ARIMA in order to find the ARIMA parameters (p,d,q); (1) the identification, (2) estimation, and (3) forecast, which is summarized as follows.

In the identification stage, the response is specified and a candidate ARIMA model is identified. The autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations are computed. The white noise test should be determined, which is an approximate statistical test of the hypothesis.

In the estimation stage, the parameters of the model are estimated and the ARIMA model is specified to fit to the determined variable in the identification stage.

In the forecasting stage, the future values of the time series are forecasted and confidence intervals for these forecasts can be generated.

After analyzing and testing by ACF, PACF and time series plot, both seasonal and non seasonal are examined to determine the parameters. We started by a seasonal autoregressive \((p) = 0\), difference \((d) = 0\), and seasonal moving average \((q) =1\) until the random noise remains and lowest forecasting error obtained. Different iterations and simulations have been performed by Minitab software to generate the best value for \(p, d, q\). The results demonstrated that the best value of ARIMA parameters are when \(p=2, d=0,\) and \(q=2\). The coefficients of the ARIMA model are tabulated in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>SE Coefficient</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAR12</td>
<td>1.3362</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>30.19</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR24</td>
<td>-0.9644</td>
<td>0.0432</td>
<td>-22.32</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA12</td>
<td>1.0731</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA24</td>
<td>-0.7148</td>
<td>0.1285</td>
<td>-5.56</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.502</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where

SAR = seasonal autoregressive,
SMA = seasonal moving average,
SE = Standard error,
T = t statistic,
P = P-value,
Number of observations = 104,
Degree of freedom = 99.

The ARIMA (2,0,2) model is formulated by 95% probability according to [10] in (4).

\[
\text{ARIMA}(2,0,2) = 1.502 + 1.3362 \gamma_{t-1} - 0.9644 \gamma_{t-2} + \alpha + 1.0731 \alpha_{t-1} - 0.7148 \alpha_{t-2} 
\]

(4)

V. RESULTS COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

Final result is obtained from combination of the (4) and (1), which is presented in (5) by adjusted R-squared 98.9 % accuracy.

\[
\text{Adjusted R-Square} = 1 - \frac{\text{MSE}}{\text{SST} / \text{DF Total}}
\]

(6)

Where

MSE = \frac{1}{n} (\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{Observed data} - \text{Forecasted data})^2),
SST = SSR + SSE,
SSE = \sum(y - \bar{y})^2,
SSR = \sum(\bar{y} - \bar{y})^2,
DF = \text{degree of freedom}.

(7)  
(8)  
(9)  
(10)
The output of (5) is compared with the actual throughput data to see the gap as shown in Fig. 5.
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